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System Overview
•

The Compliance Tool (“Tool”) is designed to allow users to analyze state progress towards compliance with the Clean Power
Plan (“CPP”) under a range of electricity demand and generation scenarios and a variety of emissions reduction targets.

•

The Tool incorporates policy options outlined in the final rule, and provides the ability to alter all major drivers of state electric
sector emissions and ascertain their impacts on state’s CPP compliance status.

•

Results are analyzed and displayed based on real-time changes made by the user in a variety of graphs to track how each
option influences compliance with interim and final targets.
Main Dashboard of the Tool
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user customizable data
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Policy Options: Energy Efficiency and Demand
As a state employs greater energy efficiency,
energy demand will decrease, potentially affecting
both generation and emissions. This portion of the
Tool allows users to see the impact of different
energy efficiency levels.

To view the impact of energy efficiency and corresponding net
demand on a state’s achieved rate, the user can choose from
available options in the dropdown menu. The default BAU
demand levels are based on those used by EPA to calculate the
proposed targets.
• The “EPA” selection applies the same energy efficiency level
that EPA modeled for each state in the regulatory impact
assessment of the final Clean Power Plan.
• The Energy Efficiency Resource Standards (“EERS”) option
applies energy reductions from state EERS programs. For
programs that currently expire before the end of the
compliance period, the incremental savings requirement
from program’s final year is applied to all remaining years
through 2030.
• The “User” option allows the user to manually enter energy
efficiency level in the “Demand + EE in More Detail” tab,
which can be reached by clicking on the “Demand + EE in
More Detail” button.
The percentage values relative to 2012 BAU are
calculated with each selected policy approach. This
shows the change in demand achieved in 2022 and 2030
when applying the different EE options, compared to
where the state would be without the option changes.

Manually adjust demand relative
to BAU by one percentage point
(applied in addition to the level
selected from the drop down
menu)

Allows manual entry of EE and
demand data that will be applied when
“Set EE Level” option is “User.”
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Policy Options: Energy Efficiency and Demand (in DETAIL)

Directly enter achieved energy
efficiency level each year from
2020 through 2030. “User” must
be selected on the Dashboard
under EE for this to be applied.

Share of total state demand to which
EERS is applied. The default share is
shown to the right.

Set average measure life and depreciation schedule of
applied energy efficiency measures. Defaults to 12 year
life and no depreciation when not set by user.
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Policy Options: Renewable Energy
Users can set their preferred renewable energy
(RE) level to be factored into state compliance.
When customizing RE levels, the user also has the
option to change existing RE output by source as
well as add any new RE to the state portfolio.

To view the impact of different preset RE levels on a state’s
achieved rate, the user can choose from available options in
the dropdown menu.
• a constant level based on 2012 RE levels (“2012”)
• an RE level based on state-specific Renewable Portfolio
Standards (“RPS”)
• a constant level based on 2014 RE levels (“2014”)
• a constant level based on 2015 RE levels (“2015E”)*, or
• an alternate level specified by the user (“User”).

*Note: Annual figures for 2015 are estimates (linear
extrapolation) based on EIA’s monthly survey data for the
months January through October.

Manually adjust RE level relative
to net demand by one
percentage point (applied in
addition to the level selected
from the drop down menu)

By clicking on the “RE in More
Detail” button, the user will be
able to enter their desired
renewable output over time.
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Policy Options: Renewable Energy (in DETAIL)

Use this row to specify the
share of incremental RE
(relative to 2012 level) from
resources with an in-service
date later than 2012.
Specify RE level as absolute
values. “User” must be selected
under “Set RE Level” on the
dashboard to apply this.

Use this row to
specify a different
rate of displacement
if all RE MWh are not
capable of displacing
existing generation.

Specify RE level as percentage
share of net demand. “User” must
be selected under “Set RE Level”
on the dashboard to apply this.

Information on state RPS programs as they are interpreted (by MJB&A)
and applied in the Compliance Tool is displayed here.
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Policy Options: Coal
Users are able to calculate the quantity of
reductions achieved under various coal retirement
scenarios. The option is given to apply a scenario
with or without announced retirements incorporated
into the calculation.

The Tool has a built-in database of all coal
retirements announced to date. If this option
is set to “All Known,” all generation and
associated emissions from coal units that are
announced to retire are excluded from
resource balance and compliance calculations.
Or, coal retirements just through 2016 can be
applied by selecting “Through 2016”.

The percentage reductions in
capacity (2030) and output (2022
and 2030) are shown (relative to
2012) based on selected resource
options including coal retirements.

Specify the extent to which renewable energy must
replace lost output when coal generation is reduced or
existing coal units are retired. NGCC will be used to
replace the remainder. Both are subject to adequate
resource availability.
If available renewable energy is inadequate to fully
replace the specified share of lost coal output, the
shortfall will not be filled using NGCC unless
overriding options are selected under “NGCC.”
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Policy Options: Coal (in DETAIL)

Specify whether or not to repower any
retiring coal unit with natural gas. This
option is applicable only when a
retirement date is set for the unit.

Reduce coal output further by manually specifying
retirement dates for specific coal generating units.
Reductions associated with these retirements are
incorporated into the compliance calculation. This
column may also be used to override announced
retirement dates.

Output from individual coal units may be changed
without retiring them by specifying capacity factor
utilization rates for one or more years between 2022
and 2030. Years for which no capacity factor is
specified (cells left blank) default to the actual
achieved 2012 capacity factor (displayed to the left).
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Policy Options: NGCC
EPA’s final Clean Power Plan assumes a maximum
ramp-up of up to 75% capacity factor (based on
summer capacities) for the existing NGCC fleet.
The Tool allows the user to experiment with
multiple scenarios, specifying various constraints,
adjusting capacity factor limits, use of existing
NGCC, new NGCC, etc.

Use this switch to force the Tool to use all
available existing NGCC capacity (up to the
max. capacity factor specified in the next
cell) to fill any supply shortfall that may still
exist (after RE’s specified share has been
filled subject to RE availability) as a result
of coal retirements or coal output reduction.

NGCC levels are responsively calculated by the Tool (to
keep supply/demand of power in balance) only when
"Automatic" is selected. Select “Manual” to specify NGCC
output at the unit level (See “NGCC Fleet in More Detail”)
or stop the Tool from calculating NGCC levels automatically

Operating characteristics of the fleet are
presented.
Specify the maximum capacity factor
to which existing NGCC units may be
ramped up.

Use this switch to let the Tool build new
NGCC when existing spare capacity is not
adequate to fill any lingering resource
shortfall. Output from all new NGCC is
factored in at the maximum capacity factor
set in the cell above.

Achieved capacity factors of the existing
fleet (2022 and 2030), total NGCC output
(existing and new), and total new
capacity either built by the Tool or added
from the RTO resource interconnection
queue are reported here.

This “[!]” exclamation mark turns red when the
Tool builds any new NGCC capacity that is not
included in compliance calculations (the
default). To include new NGCC in compliance
calculations use the “Configure Options” button

When set to “ON” the Tool attempts to
reduce total NGCC output levels to the
exact levels at which mass-based
compliance is attained. The Tool stops
trying if NGCC output is reduced to zero
before compliance is reached.
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Policy Options: NGCC (in DETAIL)
Important: User-specified changes are applicable when “Manual” is selected under “Method.” If “Automatic” is selected,
this section is for viewing existing units only

Specify any new NGCC units to come online between
now and 2030. In-service year for a new unit may be
specified by entering a non-zero capacity factor for the
first year and each year through 2030 thereafter that
the unit is expected to remain in service.

Specify capacity factors for each year between
2022 and 2030 to set unit output at a different
level than 2012 output. Defaults to 2012 capacity
factor when left empty.
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Policy Options: Nuclear
The Clean Power Plan allows for new nuclear
generation (post 2012) to count towards compliance.
The Tool allows users to change operational
characteristics of the nuclear fleet by clicking on the
“Nuclear” button under “More Options.”
The Tool can accommodate the following:
• Altered output from the existing fleet by unit by year
• Commencement of the under-construction units (must be
specified under “New”)
• Retirement of existing units
• Addition of new units

Specify any new nuclear units to come online
between now and 2030. In-service year for a
new unit may be specified by entering a non-zero
capacity factor for the first year and each year
through 2030 thereafter that the unit is expected
to remain in service.

The Tool has a built-in database of all nuclear
retirements announced to date. If this option is set
to “All Known,” all generation from nuclear units
that are announced to retire is excluded from
resource balance and compliance calculations.
Or, nuclear retirements just through 2016 can be
applied by selecting “Through 2016”.

Tip: Use this section to model the impacts on
compliance of the five nuclear units that are
currently under-construction.

Specify capacity factors for each year
between 2020 and 2030 to set unit
output at a different level than 2012
output. Defaults to 2012 capacity
factor when left empty.
Specify year from dropdown menu in
which to retire a nuclear unit.
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Policy Options: Hydro
Under the Clean Power Plan, new hydropower
generating capacity installed after 2012 is eligible for
use in adjusting a carbon emission rate. The policy
options in the Tool allow users to include different
hydro levels for analysis as well as specify output
from new resources that came online after 2012.

To view the impact of different hydro levels on a state’s achieved
rate, resource mix, and balance, the user can choose from available
options in the dropdown menu:
• Select “None” to assume no hydro
• Select “2012+” to retain 2012 level output from existing
resources, but include any new hydro resources that may be in
the resource queue (if “New Builds” is set to “Yes” on the main
Dashboard)
• Select “2014+” to retain 2014 level output from existing
resources, but include any new hydro resources that may be in
the resource queue (if “New Builds” is set to “Yes” on the main
Dashboard)
• Select “2015E+”* to retain 2015 level output from existing
resources, but include any new hydro resources that may be in
the resource queue (if “New Builds” is set to “Yes” on the main
Dashboard), or
• Use “User” option for most flexibility. Using this option the user
can specify any level of hydro, both for existing resources and
for new resources. Use rows entitled “Existing (User Defined)”
and “Additional New” to specify output from existing hydro units
and additional new units (not including those that are in the
resource queue already, output from which is shown in the
following row), respectively.

*Note: Annual figures for 2015 are estimates (linear extrapolation)
based on EIA’s monthly survey data for the months January through
October.

To instruct the Tool to
utilize user-specified levels
of output for existing units
set this to “OFF.”

Specify user-defined levels of
output from existing units
here; “Hold” must be set to
“OFF” for the Tool to pick up
the values and apply them.

Specify output from new units (post
2012) here; do not include those
already in the resource queue if
“New Builds” is set to “Yes” on the
main Dashboard.
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Policy Options: O/G Steam
The Tool allows users to change operational
characteristics of the oil and gas steam fleet by
clicking on the “O/G Steam” button under “More
Options.”

Specify year from
dropdown menu in which
to retire an o/g unit.

Specify capacity factors for each year between
2020 and 2030 to set unit output at a different
level than 2012 output. Defaults to 2012 capacity
factor when left empty.
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Policy Options: More Options
The Tool provides several other options and
flexibilities that allow the user to model additional
compliance scenarios.

Set this to “ON” to specify new
builds by year and technology.
Specify here the share of EE
and displacement capable RE
that displaces coal. The
remainder displaces NGCC.

When set to ON any
new energy efficiency
and zero-emitting
energy displaces instate fossil generation.

Select here the method to determine the
level of achieved energy efficiency that
displaces in-state fossil. "abs. EE" applies
absolute level of achieved energy efficiency
to displace in-state fossil. "inc. EE" applies
only incremental energy efficiency that
lowers Net Demand to levels below 2012 to
displace in-state fossil.

By clicking on the button next to the new
builds switch the user is able to manually
enter new resource additions and specify their
fuel types and in-service years.

Specify average capacity factors to apply for
the respective technology types. The Tool
assumes capacity factors of 90%, 75%, 15%,
30%, for nuclear, NGCC, solar, and wind,
respectively.
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MultiState: Define Region
The tool allows users to analyze both rate based- and mass based
goals for multistate regions. Users can choose between preset
regions, such as member states of the Regional Greenhouse Gas
Initiative or specify their own combination of states to include in
compliance evaluation.
Use this button to
reset state selections

To add or delete a state from the user defined multistate region,
indicate a “1” or “0” from the dropdown menu. Once a “1” has
been indicated, the state will be highlighted in gold. This state is
now included in the user-defined MultiState region. At least 1 and
up to 47 states may be added to a single MultiState region.

Users may choose from predefined
regions or specify their own
combination of states to include in
the multistate analysis.

Graph calculates and
displays the multistate
mass-based goals for the
MultiState region.

Important: After a
MultiState region is
defined, “Select
Region” on the main
Dashboard must be
set to “MultiState.”

Graph calculates and displays the multistate rate-based goal for
the selected states for the interim compliance years.
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New Features: More Options
The Tool provides several other options and
flexibilities that allow the user to model additional
compliance scenarios.

Make policy changes and save a version of
the scenario within the Tool, or Export it to a
data file that can be re-loaded back into the
Compliance Tool.
Up to ten scenarios can be created and
saved within the Tool at a time. Additional
scenarios may be stored by exporting them
into separate files.

Select GS-ERC emission factor method:
• “Standard” applied the same
emission factor to all units in all
states (calculated based on NGCC
and fossil steam standards
• “Varied” calculates state-specific
emission factors based on state-wise
average NGCC emission rate

Specify different average emission rates by
technology type. The Tool defaults to 2012
average state-wide rates (indicated to the left)
when left empty.
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Compliance Results:
Charts Updated in Real Time as Policy Changes Are Made
Resource Balance:
Rate-based Compliance:
plots the achieved emission rate in
each year from 2022 through 2030
as a result of the combination of
policy changes made through the
policy change panel of the Tool.

Mass-based Compliance:
plots historical emission (2005 through
2012), estimated total emission each
year from 2022 through 2030, and
mass-based budgets in the same years.

Supply and Demand:
plots historical (2005 – 2012)
supply mix in state, estimated
supply mix (2022 – 2030), and
business-as-usual and net
demand (net of applied EE).

Compliance in Figures

indicates estimated level
of total in-state output
relative to adjusted actual
output observed in 2012.
The 2012 output is
adjusted for change in net
demand as a result of EE.

Estimated
ERC/Allowance
Positions:
plots estimated annual
and cumulative
ERC/allowance positions
(short/long).

Data Access for
Custom Charts
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Obtain a Copy of the Tool

http://www.mjbradley.com/about-us/case-studies/clean-power-plan-evaluation-tools
Access to the above link is also available from the main MJB&A corporate website:
http://www.mjbradley.com/
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